EXPANDING YOUR HORIZONS
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 4, 2023
STUDENT CENTER, SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY CARBONDALE

PLEASE CHECK ONE: ☐ STUDENT ☐ TEACHER ☐ PARENT

NAME ___________________________________________ E-MAIL _____________________@_____________________

ADDRESS ___________________________________________

STREET ___________________________________ CITY ___________________________ STATE _____ ZIP ___________ COUNTY ___________

HOME PHONE (____)_______________ SCHOOL _______________________________ GRADE _________

TEACHER’S NAME ___________________________________________ TEACHER’S E-MAIL___________________@_______________

STUDENTS, PARENTS AND TEACHERS
✓ Please check 4 areas of greatest interest.


☐ AUTOMOTIVE ☐ BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES ☐ CHEMISTRY ☐ ENGINEERING AND TECHNOLOGY
☐ AVIATION ☐ LINGUISTICS ☐ PSYCHOLOGY ☐ MEDICINE ☐ PHYSICS
☐ GEOLOGY ☐ ZOOLOGY ☐ MATHEMATICS

BECAUSE WORKSHOPS FILL UP FAST, WE CANNOT GUARANTEE THAT EVERYONE WILL GET ALL THEIR CHOICES.

➢ Have you previously attended EYH? ☐ Yes ☐ No
  □ Gamification of Science □ Microbes and Their Role in Health and Disease □ Forensic Fun
  □ River ecology: What lies beneath surface? □ The Art, Science and Technology of Dental Hygiene □ Uncovering Microscopic Mysteries
  □ Microbes: The Good, The Bad and The Ugly □ Re-Imagining the Paper Crane Game □ Tracking the Sun
  □ Chemistry is out of this world! □ Android Programming with App Inventor □ Egg Drop Challenge
  □ Lasers and Photonics □ Learning about Geology and Maps with a Virtual Sandbox □ Molecules, Magnets, and MRI -- Oh My!
  □ The Path to Personal Training □ Food, Colors, and Flavors Using Chemistry □ Cars, Collisions, and Kinematics
  □ Automating Art: Using Code to Draw □ Imagine a World without Bullying: Creating a Safe and Inclusive Environment □ The Basics of Neuroscience
  □ Solar Science: Preparing for the Next Solar Eclipse □ Building and Coding Electronics Projects with Arduinos □ Exploring our world using Geographic Information Systems

➢ If possible, I would like to attend the same sessions with ______________________________________________.

REGISTRATION INFORMATION

Registration Fees (includes lunch): Early registration deadline is October 6th to get the discount.
  • On or before October 15th: $10.00 (Please do not pay in cash. Mail check or money order to SIUC.)
• After October 15th (if available): $17.00 (Please do not pay in cash. Mail check or money order to SIUC.)

Registration Deadline: October 22, 2023

Document to mail:
• Registration Form
• Fees
  o All fees must be mailed with your Mail-In Registration.
  o Confirmations will be emailed. Make sure your email address is correct.
• Photo Consent Form. (You can find a printable form on our website: https://math.siu.edu/eyh/).

Mail documents to meet the registration deadline to:
Southern Illinois University
Attn: EYH – 2023
1245 Lincoln Drive, MC 4408
Carbondale, IL 62901